PacificTA modern wheelset cleaning system with maximum precision

The nozzles are adjusted so even the smallest recesses on the wheelset can be cleaned reliably.

PacificTA features a special nozzle system for cleaning of wheelsets with and without gearboxes.

For the reliable cleaning of heavy wheelsets, the PacificTA large parts system is equipped with crucial technical details. The pit installation allows it to be directly linked to a local floor loader system. A special nozzle system provides even water application to the components so that reliable cleanliness is ensured even in difficult-to-reach locations of the heavy wheelsets. A camera system on the operating panel allows particularly safe one-sided operation of the continuous cycle system. Flexible cleaning of a variety of different wheelsets and the degree of automation in particular offer maintenance centres decisive advantages regarding cleaning. Also for the cleaning of bogies and other heavy components the system PacificTA is the right choice.
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